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Introduction

When organizations choose to spend resources on educating their employees in subject specific areas it is well known that it can be quite challenging to anchor and use the knowledge acquired through education in the organizational context (Tannenbaum and Yukl; 1992; Willert et al., 2011). This is known as the problem of transfer of training (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Burke & Hutchins, 2007). However, most research within the field of transfer of training has been focusing on transfer after the training has come to an end (Van Merriënboer, 2002, Stegeager et al. 2013). In this article, we are especially interested in the process of transfer that occurs during training, and how educational settings can be constructed so that the students become active learners, combining knowledge, skills and inspiration from their training with the practice and organizational challenges they face as managers in their daily practice. Thus, the aim of this paper is to identify the pros and cons of implementing action research as a pedagogical strategy in order to converge theory and practice in university-based Continuing Education. This study is a case study involving students from the Master’s program of Vulnerable Children and Youth at Aalborg University.

Paper outline

In the following we present our thoughts about action research as a pedagogical, transfer enhancing strategy aimed at promoting organizational learning. Afterwards, we introduce our case and our empirical method for data collection. This is followed by an analysis of our preliminary data. Based on this analysis we discuss how action research can be used as framework for personal and organizational learning within academic continuing education and what the organizers’ of academic continuing education should be aware of when deciding to implement such a didactic model.

Action research

The Action Research tradition is often associated with the work of social psychologist Kurt Lewin (1948) who developed this way of combining organizational change and improvement at work with knowledge producing research in the 1930’s and early 40’s. Lewin was quite skeptical towards the idea that theory and practice are opposites. On the contrary, he saw no distinct and inescapable differences between the two. Thus, he is famously known for saying that: “There is nothing as practical as a good theory” (McCain, 2015). It is exactly this belief that is the foundation
of action research. Action Research as a method of combining theory and practice is oriented towards action and interaction. Learning, understanding and knowledge arise when groups of people (workers, managers and researchers) join forces to overcome practice-blocking restrictions. This is done by formulating theory-based hypotheses, experimenting, testing these hypotheses through action, and finally by evaluating the results of these actions thereby nuancing the initial hypotheses. Contrary to traditional research, the primary success criterion of action research is not only to generate new knowledge, but also a successful contextual change, with the concrete success criterion defined by the participants (Reason & Bradbury, 2001; Eikeland, 2006).

**Action research as educational strategy at Aalborg University**

Like all “traditional” university programs at Aalborg University, the Continuing Education Programs (Master’s Programs) are rooted in a Problem Based Learning (PBL) framework also known as “the Alborg Model”. This means that the underlying pedagogical basis is rooted in a belief that:

- Learning should be organized around real and complex issues that link theory and practice
- Knowledge is not something to be passed on, but is created in an active learning process
- Learning is a social activity that takes place in groups
- Students are responsible for organizing their own learning (Barrows, 1996; Savin-Baden and Major 2004, Graaff and Kolmos 2007):

In this respect action research can be seen as a practical frame for implementing the Aalborg PBL model. Many students within academic continuing education appreciate working from an action research point of view during their education, as it allows them to create closer links between research, learning and practice while studying. Often, students want to work with a problem from their own organization. Thus, these students will occupy a position as manager or employee in the organization, while, at the same time, taking on a research role and the responsibility for designing a combined development and research project.

As described above, action research should be viewed as a pedagogical framework that reinforces the student’s ability to combine theory, reflection and action in an organizational context. In this respect action research as a pedagogical strategy holds two different purposes:

1. To educate the student in using a specific method (action research) to promote organizational learning and change.
2. To create organizational learning with the student as initiator and mediator between education and organization – thus creation change that goes beyond the classroom.

To succeed, this method must be supported by the educational supervisor and a representative from the organization – most commonly the nearest manager.

**Case**
The Master of Vulnerable Children and Youth is a 2-year, part-time education for practitioners in the social sector. The students attend the education throughout four semesters corresponding to one year of full-time study. The primary educational idea is that learning should unfold in the interaction between the theory-oriented classroom and the production-oriented workplace (Willert et al., 2011). The focus of the Master’s Program is on professional managership and knowledge-based social work and most students are either managers or consultants working at public institution dealing with vulnerable children and youth.

Action research as part of the study plan is introduced to the students at the beginning of the 3rd semester. In this semester, the students focus on working with their own practice, combining organizational learning and action research with the aim of initiating organizational change in their own organization. The process of the action research project is the basis for their semester report (examination report). Initially, the students are encouraged to invite some of their colleagues for a mutual organizational analysis identifying challenges or opportunities that the action research project could address. Afterwards, the students and her colleagues will seek to address these challenges through a series of action sequences as described in much of the action research literature (Coghlan & Brannick, 2010; Reason & Bradbury, 2001). Finally the student will reflect upon the process, and how the interventions where experienced by herself, her co-researchers, the others employees in the organization, and the service users.

Data collection

The data consists of several case studies based on the student’s action research projects. The data collecting process is still in process (beginning late 2016 and running through 2018). Data consist of interviews with students and former students, students project reports that describes how the students have been working with organizational learning and change, as well as the researchers’ field notes. Since the data-collecting process finds it end in February 2019, this paper should be seen as part of an ongoing research project and the conclusions brought forward as preliminary conclusions based upon a sample of the entire data set.

Prior to the first interviews an interview guide were constructed based upon the theoretical expertise of the researchers. The interviews, which mainly were conducted at the workplace of the informants, were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. A generic thematic analysis was applied (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013). The researchers independently went through data from the first group of interviews to identify common themes. Upon the initial and separate categorisation the researchers through iterative discussions arrived at a consensus concerning common themes. All researchers scored the material independently. The quotes presented in the results’ section represents general themes.
Analysis

Problem based learning and action research – An organizational voyage of discovery
As mentioned earlier, the Master of Vulnerable Children and Youth rests upon the "Aalborg PBL Model". However, since Master’s Programs are part time educations, aimed at practitioners, these programs have a distinct focus on learning beyond the classroom. This understanding of learning and practice as inseparable educational components becomes increasingly important throughout the 4 semesters and ends up as the dominant educational strategy in the third semester, where the problem based project work takes the form of an action research project. The vast majority of students emphasizes that this ambition (to apply theory to concrete practice) is extremely helpful and essential to their learning.

“Can you give some examples of activities during your education that made the classroom and the workplace converge?”

“Yes. Initially, I was not very engaged in what you could call “the practicality of the education”. I had signed up for an academic education and pictured something with long quiet aisles filled with book shelves and lectures providing me with abstract concepts and new theoretical insight. However, the teachers told us from the beginning that their way of teaching would constantly force us to translate our learning in the classroom to our daily practice. I really did not have great faith in this strategy and were sure that it would not have any bearing on my learning or the learning of my organization. Nevertheless, I must admit that this educational approach – us doing research in our own organization – has contributed a lot to my management practice, to my learning and actually to my organization.”

However, making action research the primary educational strategy of a complete semester is not without problems either. Thus, in the following we will describe some of the pros and cons of this educational strategy as outlined by the former students.

Doing action research in your own organization – pros and cons

“Can you give me some concrete examples of how action research has enhanced your learning?”

“Yes, what I did was that I said: ‘I have to believe in what we are taught. That this is a proper way to go about doing academic education. I have to go wholeheartedly into this project or at least signal to my middle managers that I am fully engaged. Thus, I went home and initiated a project with my management team - the middle
management team. I have to say that I was impressed by how much trust they actually imposed on me and how much recognition I received from them during this process. When I showed up and announced ‘This is what we’re doing now’, they committed themselves 100 percent to the action research project. Suddenly, I had the privilege of witnessing a process that in some ways were self-sustaining since my middle managers contributed. Our project focused on how we could become a high performance team and my middle managers - functioning as co-researchers - provided the data. We all worked seriously, and implemented many changes to our team and the organization as a whole. We actually became a high-performance team, and all I did was using the tools I had been presented with during my training.”

First and foremost, the quote above illustrates an important theme often mentioned by the students, namely that in most cases the action learning process proceeds easiest and most satisfactorily when education and work can be combined without the student really needing to reflect upon the differences between education and work and thus not take any special considerations in order to converge the two settings. In the case example presented above, the manager is simply just managing her team of middle managers, and in principle, the action research project is merely an extension or an ad-on to her ordinary managerial work. However, the quote also illustrates that even though the project was a success, doing action research in your own organization as part of a training program imposes some inherent challenges upon the students. In this example, the manager describes how she has to overcome herself before getting started with the project. Even though the action project simulates her “normal work”, there is still an uncertainty to overcome. This uncertainty may be due to the student being unaccustomed to the academic way of working, and several student voice a concern that they as managers may appear less secure and competent than many managers consider appropriate for their position. As we will discuss later in this paper, it can be extremely difficult and potentially anxiety provoking to assume the role of student and novice action researcher with the expectations and authority that accompany this specific position while at the same time assuming the significantly more powerful role of manager. Thus, several students have told us that they initially needed to overcome themselves in order to assume the role of student and researcher in their own organization.

However, it is not in all cases that the students experience the practice orientation of the Master’s Program as helpful. Some students mention that in their busy working life the educational demand of initiating action research projects - no matter how exciting they may be - can be an intense stressor. The pressure is further increased if you do not have access to a viable organizational problem or find yourself in a situation where an action research project with you as the researcher in charge and your colleagues or employees as your co-researchers seem improbable. Since project work, literature reading and other study activities typically becomes an addition to the student’s normal working hours and work tasks, it can in some cases be
experienced as a massive extra mental strain to be forced to look for suitable problems in their own organizational context that will provide as material for a time consuming action research project. In these cases, project work, rather than enriching the practice of the students, may become a further stress factor that counteracts the intentional learning process.

“Well, the course description states that one should expect to spend 15-20 hours a week studying and that proved to be true. I would say that its two years of my life, where it feels like all I did was attending work and school. It was two years of my life in which family-life was not a high prioritization of mine. I only saw my grown up daughters to the most necessary extent since I always had something I needed to do or somewhere I needed to be. Something I needed to read or to prepare. However, I had discussed this with my family beforehand. We all thought that it was time for me to do this for myself. After all, it was not so bad. I found time to celebrate Christmas and I did participate in the birth of my first grandson.”

PBL and authenticity - about serious and less serious contexts

In a previous article (Stegeager et al. 2013), we define one of the challenges of continuing education as a question of distinguishing between serious and less serious contexts. In the article, we primarily use this distinction to define a qualitative distinction between the classroom (the non-serious context) and the workplace (the serious context). However, this distinction between contexts is further nuanced in our recent interviews.

“I was part of a project group and the project was tied to a problem at the organization of one of my fellow students. We had a general theme in relation to change processes, but I could not commit myself fully. I could not find the energy. I did not find it meaningful to attribute my attention to another organization. It did not motivate me at all. It was easy to participate in the project work and write the final project paper. We did a good job and it was a nice process - but it did not motivate me. Looking back on the process, I realize that I did not sign up for this education to get a diploma. My goal was to be inspired in relation to my current tasks. I came to realize that for this to happen I needed to focus on real problems in my own organization.”

Several students report that doing project work and action research at the workplace of their fellow students is experienced significantly different from action research-based, project work in their own organization. Although none of the students use this particular word, we think that, one can argue that this experience can be attributed to the question of the perceived seriousness of the context. As we see in the quote above, the student has no problem participating or understanding why this is a relevant organizational problem. However, it is as something is missing in her learning process. We suggest that the missing piece might be the experience of urgency or
relevance that predominantly is related to serious contexts (in this case, her organization). In principle, a less serious context can enhance creativity and learning, since this context to a lesser degree is limited by the constraints and norms of the serious context. On the other hand, this freedom can also culminate in indifference. This is especially true in cases where the less serious context becomes so non-serious that it more or less loses its comparability with the serious context. The student, quoted above, describes how the project work loses its intensity or appearance of necessity – a quality that accompanies doing project work in serious contexts. Succeeding becomes less important and the transfer potential between this non-serious context and her work place is somehow lost. Hence, in most cases it seems reasonable to assume that the greatest transfer potential is found in situations where students elect to make their own organization center for their action research-based, project work, since project work in their own organization is shrouded in a special form of seriousness. It means something to the students if the project is successful or not - there is something at risk. This intensity can potentially provide the learning with a distinctive quality, thus improving the likelihood of subsequent transfer.

However, our interviews indicate that there may also be significant learning qualities associated with action research-based, project work in less serious contexts. As an example of this point of view one former student reports that she probably should have done all her projects in a different organization than her own. This student was not happy with her work situation and actually changed her position during the course. In her case one can argue that the seriousness of the workplace became so serious that it obstructed the playful and experimental elements that are part of every learning process. Action research as educational strategy is rooted in the assumption that we learn through action and subsequent reflection. If the seriousness of the workplace prevents experimentation and change, thus retaining the student in certain routines and patterns of action, this will effectively minimize learning and transfer.

Along the same line, another student describes how he were set free, when he realized that he did not need to make his own professional engagement (he worked as a private consultant) the center of his project work. The fact that there were no economic claims (since he acted as a partner in the organization of one of his fellow students) removed the pressure from his shoulders. Thus the intensity of the learning situation were reduces which allowed him to engage himself in the learning process in a way that he would not have been able to, had he been hired as a professional consultant in the organization where he also were to act as student action researcher. Actually, several students reported, that doing action research-based, project work in another organization helped them to focus on the learning process instead of the outcome.

“So you did your final project work in a different organization than your own. How was that experience?”
“I guess you could say that the learning process to a higher degree was centered on me as a human being and less as an employee looking to acquire certain skills. Since I found myself in an unfamiliar environment, I had to pick up both written and unwritten rules on the fly. This also meant that I had to do things differently than I am used to. Looking back, I think that the result of the process to a higher degree can be described as a personal development process rather than a professional development process.”

For this student, doing action research in a “foreign” organization helps him to set aside the production requirements that would be an immanent part of a project in his own organization. This is an important point when designing learning processes based on the principles of action research. If the workplace demands a certain outcome, thereby forcing the student to focus on the product rather than the process this could ultimately mean that the learning element of the action research project disappears. Instead of seeing themselves as students who learn while trying to solve a problem at their own workplace, the student is transformed into a regular employee whose primary objective is to meet the demands of the workplace. In this case, the action research project is in risk of being perceived as a cumbersome and disturbing element - a time consuming element that prevents the employee from doing his job effectively (rapidly) and an unnecessary risk since the outcome of these kind of projects cannot be certain (if they were they would not be suited for an academic project). Thus, the less serious context helps some students to focus on the learning aspect of the project work. However, it is interesting that the student quoted above associates the learning from the project work in his fellow student’s organization with personal rather than professional development. He has become wiser and more knowledgeable, but apparently, it is difficult for him to see how these merits can be of importance for him in his own working life. The result of the action research project becomes a personal enrichment for this student, which, however, does not translate to the workplace. Thus it might be that the less serious context obstructs transfer of learning between education and work since the differences between the context of the action research project and that of the work place are too far apart. A thesis that is in line with the famous theory of identical elements (Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901).

The problem of the many hats
One last subject related to the problem of navigating between serious and less serious contexts, is what we call “the problem of the many hats”. An academic, practice-based Master’s Program such as MBU forces students to assume multiple roles when doing action research in their own organization. These multiple roles can in some cases become quite problematic to handle, as some roles challenges the legitimacy of others. As we saw above the consultant decided to participate in a research project in organizations that did not pay him for his service. The student explained that this was because it was harder to focus on his own learning when someone paid him to deliver a specific goal oriented service. However, the payment is probably not a problem in itself. We would
think that the actual problem is the relationship that the payment constitutes. It might be that being paid forces the student into a professional seller/buyer relationship. He must therefore assume a role, which in his view is incompatible with the role of a student and an experimenter.

Especially one group of students report that they are seriously burdened with the problem of the many hats, namely managers. The position as a manager is often associated with concepts such as authority, seeing the big picture, decision-making, setting the direction for the organization, etc. In short, it is a position of considerable power (implicit as well as explicit). However, when the manager following our Master’s Program assumes the significantly less powerful role of student and action researcher, some find that this is a potential threat to his position as manager and authority figure. This may prove particularly difficult for new executives feeling unsure of themselves in their new managership role.

“So you say you were appointed manager while completing your Master’s”

“Yes.”

“Did you tell your employees that you were in training?”

“They knew that I was participating in the Master’s Program, but they did not know that the action research project that I initiated in my organization was part of my training. I did not tell them because I would not give them the impression that I was experimenting with something that I was not sure, what would lead to. It was a completely new department, and people were flown in from all over the world. It was very hectic so we had to acquaint each other while we were really busy. In this situation, I did not want to play such an insecure card while everything else were up in the air as well. Looking back, I could probably have presented it as a scaffold for our work. I could have done that, but I did not, because I did not want my employees to think that they were exposed to something I was not completely in control of.”

Several other students report the same experience when being forced to initiate an action research project in an organization they have recently joined. As the quote above indicates, it is probably easier to assume the less powerful role of a student when you hold a strong and rooted position in your organization. This impression is confirmed by the more experienced managers in our interviews, who to a less degree report struggling with multiple roles while doing action research-based, project work than more inexperienced managers in our interview sample. However, it is not only managers that experience these problems of competing roles. One of the students, employed as a teacher, reports that he and a fellow student did an actions research project focusing on the collaborative culture of managerial teams in his organization. During the project, they became aware of a number of problematic issues, which led to him stepping out of
the project work and leaving it to his fellow students to complete the project. His position as an employee made it impossible for him to continue working as a student researcher.

The manager as learning facilitator
The previous sections summarizes some of the individual challenges that the student’s experiences when doing action research in their own organization. In this section, we will discuss what kind of organizational frame and support is needed in order to succeed as a student and an action researcher in your own organization.

Some of our findings from the initial analysis indicate that the manager of the organization plays a decisive role in order for the learning goals of the students to be fulfilled. Furthermore, the successful action research projects are very dependent on good communication between the student and her manager, as well as the manager’s ability to understand and support initiatives from the employee/student.

Reading through learning portfolios (an obligatory part of the project reports of the 3rd semester), it becomes clear, that the action research projects are highly dependent on the support of the organization and especially the manager. One student didn’t get any support from her manager at all. During her training, her organization went through a lot of organizational change including a change of management. The student reflects in the following quote on the progress on the semester and the impact that the lack of support due to organizational changes had on her project and her learning.

“From the beginning of the semester I had the feeling that I would stand alone with my project. My top manager did not show any interest in neither my education nor my projects focusing on my own organization. I decided to involve my immediate manager in the process of the Action Research project, and thereby also in the research question and following interventions, but I continued to face resistance and lack of interest.”

The lack of interest, interaction and support of the manager frustrates the student and can be seen as a barrier for the student to reach her educational goals. Her learning portfolio shows that this affects the action research project as well, and because of this it is almost impossible for her to write her project. In this case, the manager can be seen as a decisive factor when determining the probability of success of the project based on the organizational willingness to interact on changes initiated by the student. The students often find themselves being very dependent on their manager acting as a supportive gatekeeper allowing for time, space and opportunity for the action research project.
Below another student shares her experiences of the importance of acquiring the support of her manager. This case differs from the case mentioned above, because this student from the beginning experienced that her manager showed a strong interest in her project, and this made it easier for her to initiate the interventions and to reflect on how they affected the organizational learning and change. In her learning portfolio, she highlights the following perspectives as essential to the success of her project.

“From the beginning it was obvious that I had the support of my manager, and that he bought in to the idea of initiating an action research project within my organization. This made me feel safe, and gave me confidence that I could handle the processes I initiated throughout the action research period. The support of my manager also made it easier to work with my colleagues in an action research setting, where the aim was to focus on curiosity and the organizational change created on the basis of this curiosity and our mutual actions.”

There are two important points in the quote above that we want to underline. First of all the manager's interest in and acceptance of the action learning project imposes confidence in the student helping her to overcome her own insecurities (as addressed earlier in this paper) and thus fling herself into the project. Another important point is the manager’s role as gatekeeper. As a manager he holds the power to either enhance or inhibit the project (Reason & Bradbury, 2001). There is no doubt that the involvement of her manager in this case had quite a significant impact on her project as well as the organization, because it helped connect academia with the organizational life. Furthermore this student was a mid-level manager herself, which one can assume impacted her success of involving colleagues as well.

A third perspective to the question of the manager as a learning facilitator is pinpointed by the story of a third student. This student experienced that his manager were not just interested in the organizational change process initiated through the action learning project, but in the academic side of the education as well. Because of this, this student suddenly often found himself in academic discussions about relevant questions with her manager opening up a completely new relationship between them.

“My relation and discussions with my manager brought my project into life, and it helped me to combine the theory learned at the University with actual challenges of my organization. This also helped me clarify the lessons learned from the newest research with challenges experienced in ‘real life’”

This quote describes how the student used the conversations with his manager to develop his ability to anchor the lessons learned from the Master in practice and in theory. If the manager, like the one in this case, embraces the educational logic as a whole – not just as a mean for
organizational development but also an opportunity for personal enrichment and enlightenment new opportunities for creating organizational value may arise.

These three quotes describes different perspectives and experiences reported by students working with action research in an educational setting. The model depicted below illustrates the foundation that a successful action research project, initiated by a student must rest on. The model shows important elements, when creating a learning environment between the Master’s Program, the student and the organization.

![Figure 1: Learning environment between Master education, Student and Organization](image)

In the model, the university is represented by the researchers, the newest subject-related knowledge on the area and the supervisor of the action research project. The role of the University is not described in details in the students’ quotes. However it is important to remember that the pedagogical basis is presented by the teachers and thus the university of course play a central part in every action research project. The other two elements in the model are the student as the mediator between the University and the organization, and the organization. As the quotes presented above indicate, the organization is central since the learning unfolds in this context. The manager of the students play a particular important part since he functions as a gatekeeper to the organization holding the power to either enhance or inhibit the learning potential of this pedagogical strategy. When working in creating a learning environment that can benefit all three of the above mentioned interested partners, it is important to work with persons, who have an impact on the success of the “partnership”, not only before and after the Master’s Program, but also while the student/employee is under education.

**Conclusion**
This article describes some of the pro and cons that educators should take into consideration when deciding whether or not to implement action research projects as a pedagogical strategy in continuing education. In our case action research is used as a pedagogical framework engaging the
students to become active learners and to combine knowledge skills and inspiration from their Master’s Program with their practice and organizational challenges thus becoming academics while creating organizational change.

The case study shows that the students are challenged by combining the serious and less-serious contexts, and that it can be difficult to allow for necessary time and space to experiment, in the busy everyday life of the organization. Moreover it requires a lot of effort from the student to initiate actions in their own organization as it involves reflections on power positions and ability to have an impact on organizational change. Last the role of the nearest manager is underlined as an important gatekeeper function. Thus, the manager will in most cases can have a decisive impact on the outcome of the action research project and it is crucial that the students gain the support of their managers before undertaking their projects. If action research shall be used as is to become a successful pedagogical tool, it requires a lot from the students and their organizations. They need to embrace to logic of the action learning process - to become active learners and to preserve time and space for the projects to become integrated in the organization.

In this article we haven’t examined the role of the University and especially the supervisor, but these aspects are undoubtedly essential when initiating, framing and supporting the action research project. And we expect to unfold this topic in our continued research on the topic.
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